History Exam Papers Ks3
Year 7
Recognizing the quirk ways to get this book History Exam Papers
Ks3 Year 7 is additionally useful. You have remained in right site
to begin getting this info. get the History Exam Papers Ks3 Year 7
link that we have enough money here and check out the link.
You could buy lead History Exam Papers Ks3 Year 7 or get it as
soon as feasible. You could speedily download this History Exam
Papers Ks3 Year 7 after getting deal. So, in imitation of you require
the book swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its for that reason
totally easy and thus fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this vent

In recent years, practices have
Simplicity Rules Jo Facer

arisen and become widespread

2019-05-08 Teaching: the best

which overcomplicate teaching

job in the world. Yet,

and increase teacher workload,

increasingly, it is considered

while only having a marginal

one of the toughest professions.

impact on pupil learning.
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Simplicity Rules explores how

this effort? Promoting a

children learn and the most

simplification of teaching

effective ways to teach them,

practices, Simplicity Rules is an

focusing on achieving results

essential guide for school

using strategies that are low

teachers of all levels of

effort and high impact, along

experience, and school leaders.

with a comprehensive

Field of Vision Jason J. S.

framework underpinning the

Barton 2003-04-30 A

ideas. Covering what to teach,

comprehensive survey on the

talk, practice, starting a lesson,

use of bedside skills and

ending a lesson, and feedback

perimetric devices to the test

alongside practical methods to

visual fields, and how to

reduce workload as well as

interpret the results. To develop

simpler and clearer systems to

the clinician's interpretative

support teachers in the long

skills, the authors include a

term, this book asks: Is this the

chapter on visual anatomy and

very best use of my time as a

an atlas of 100 real-life cases

teacher? What is the learning

arranged in anatomic order from

impact for the child? What is

retina to striate cortex. By

the impact on my own

placing a brief clinical vignette

workload? Are the results worth

with a visual field on one side of
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the page and a description of

children to learn? How do we

the field and its causal lesion on

decide what knowledge matters

the opposite side, the reader

in each school subject? And

will be able to learn

how far should the knowledge

interpretation in a simulated

we teach in school be related to

clinical setting. An additional

academic disciplinary

quiz section of twenty randomly

knowledge? These and many

arranged visual fields provides

other questions are taken up in

readers with an opportunity to

What Should Schools Teach?

test their newly acquired skills.

The blurring of distinctions

What Should Schools Teach?

between pedagogy and

Alka Sehgal Cuthbert

curriculum, and between

2021-01-07 The design of

experience and knowledge, has

school curriculums involves

served up a confusing message

deep thought about the nature

for teachers about the part that

of knowledge and its value to

each plays in the education of

learners and society. It is a

children. Schools teach through

serious responsibility that raises

subjects, but there is little

a number of questions. What is

consensus about what

knowledge for? What

constitutes a subject and what

knowledge is important for

they are for. This book aims to
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dispel confusion through a

homes.

robust rationale for what

Improving Secondary Science

schools should teach that offers

Teaching John Parkinson 2004

key understanding to teachers

Improving Secondary Science

of the relationship between

Teaching has been written to

knowledge (what to teach) and

help teachers both new and

their own pedagogy (how to

experienced reflect on their

teach), and how both need to

current practice and consider

be informed by values of

how to improve the

intellectual freedom and

effectiveness of their teaching.

autonomy. This second edition

The book examines each of the

includes new chapters on

common teaching methods

Chemistry, Drama, Music and

used in science in relation to

Religious Education, and an

pupils' learning and provides

updated chapter on Biology. A

guidance on management

revised introduction reflects on

issues and procedures. With

emerging discourse around

underlying themes such as

decolonizing the curriculum, and

pupils' interest in science and

on the relationship between the

their motivation to learn; how

knowledge that children

pupils learn science; the type of

encounter at school and in their

science currently being taught
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in school; and the value of

French Julie Adams 2010-10

educational research; the book

Revise KS3 French gives

includes chapters on: the

complete study support

improvement process planning

throughout all three years of

for progression and continuity

Key Stage 3.This Study Guide

promoting pupils' learning

matches the curriculum content

dealing with differences making

and provides in-depth course

use of information from

coverage plus invaluable advice

assessment learning about the

on how to get the best results in

nature of science This timely

the Year 9 tests. âe¢Provides

book will be of interest to

frequent progress checks and

practising science teachers,

exam practice questions to

particularly those who are

consolidate learning

working to improve the

âe¢Contains invaluable advice

management of science

and practice questions for Year

departments or their own

9 National Tests âe¢Includes

teaching practice. It will also be

examiner's tips and reveals how

a valuable resource for science

to achieve higher marks Revise

education researchers and

KS3 French gives complete

students on higher degree

study support throughout all

courses in science education.

three years of Key Stage 3.This
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Study Guide matches the

to help students remember key

curriculum content and provides

information easier and better.

in-depth course coverage plus

KS3 history Richard(Ed)

invaluable advice on how to get

Parsons 2005 KS3 History

the best results in the Year 9

Complete Study and Practice

tests. âe¢Provides frequent

(with online edition)

progress checks and exam

Contemporary Public Debates

practice questions to

Over History Education Isabel

consolidate learning

Barca 2010-10-01 The 6th book

âe¢Contains invaluable advice

of the International Review of

and practice questions for Year

History Education Series,

9 National Tests âe¢Includes

Contemporary public debates

examiner's tips and reveals how

over history education, presents

to achieve higher marks

public debates on history

Ict Sean O'Byrne 2004-07

education as they appear in 14

These 4 new titles complement

different areas of the world, in

the best-selling Success Guide

Asia, Europe, North and South

range and broaden the list into

America. In alphabetical order:

new subject areas. Success

in Brazil, by Maria Auxiliadora

Guides are powerful

Schmidt and Tânia Braga

learning/revision tools designed

Garcia, in Canada, by Peter
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Seixas, in England, by Rosalyn

about crucial issues concerning

Ashby and Christopher

public perspectives over history

Edwards, in Greece, by Irene

education in diverse parts of the

Nakou and Eleni Apostolidou, in

world. It opens new questions

Israel, by Eyal Naveh, in Japan

and issues to be further

and South Korea, by Yonghee

investigated by all who are

Suh and Makito Yurita, in

interested in this field, in terms

Northern Ireland, by Alan

of its historical, educational,

McCully, in Portugal, by Isabel

global, national, ethnic, cultural,

Barca, in Quebec (Canada), by

social and political dimensions

Jean-Francois Cardin, in

in the current transitional and

Singapore, by Suhaimi Afandi

multicultural environment. This

and Mark Baildon, in Spain, by

international dialogue therefore

Lis Cercadillo, in Turkey, by

addresses historians, history

Dursun Dilek and Gülcin

education researchers,

(Yapici) Dilek, and in the United

university professors, school

States, by Peter Stearns. By

teachers, policy makers,

illuminating common trends,

publishers, parents and all

national peculiarities and

those who insist that history

differences, this collective book

education is very important,

further enriches our knowledge

especially if it enables young
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people to orientate in the

across the world. The aim of

present and the future in

the book is to examine the

historical terms

evolving outlook of colonial

Reinventing Schools, Reforming

representations in history

Teaching John Bangs

education and the underpinning

2010-09-15 This book considers

explanations for the specific

the impact of educational

outlook in different – former

policies on those who have to

colonizer and colonized –

translate political priorities into

countries (to be found in

the day-to-day work of schools

collective memory, popular

and classrooms.

historical culture, social

The Colonial Past in History

representations, identity-building

Textbooks Karel Van

processes, and the state of

Nieuwenhuyse 2018-05-01 This

historical knowledge within

book examines the evolving

academia). The approach of the

representations of the colonial

book is novel and innovative in

past from the mid-19th century

different ways. First of all, given

up to decolonization in the

the complexity of the research,

1960s and 70s ? the so-called

an original interdisciplinary

era of Modern Imperialism – in

approach has been

post-war history textbooks from

implemented, which brings
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together historians, history

understanding of the processes

educators and social

under examination. Thirdly,

psychologists to examine

studies from various corners of

representations of colonialism in

the world are included in the

history education in different

book. More specifically, the

countries around the world

project includes research from

while drawing on different

three categories of countries:

theoretical frameworks.

former colonizer countries –

Secondly, given the interest in

including England, Spain, Italy,

the interplay between collective

France, Portugal and Belgium

memory, popular historical

–, countries having been both

culture, social representations,

colonized and colonizer – Chile

and the state of historical

– and former colonized

knowledge within academia, a

countries, including Zimbabwe,

diachronic approach is

Malta and Mozambique. This

implemented, examining the

selection allows pairing up the

evolving representations of the

countries under review as

colonial past, and connecting

former colonizing-colonized

them to developments within

ones (for instance Portugal-

society at large and academia.

Mozambique, United Kingdom-

This will allow for a deeper

Malta), allowing for an in-depth
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comparison between the

generations. The next ten

countries involved. Before

chapters form the core of the

reaching the research core,

book, in which evolving

three introductory chapters

representations of colonial

outline three general issues.

history (from mid-19th century

The book starts with addressing

until decolonization in the 1960s

the different approaches and

and 1970s) are examined,

epistemological underpinnings

explained and reflected upon,

history and social psychology

for the above mentioned

as academic disciplines hold. In

countries. This is done through

a second chapter, evolutions

a history textbook analysis in a

within international academic

diachronic perspective. For

colonial historiography are

some countries the analysis

analyzed, with a special focus

dates back to textbooks

on the recent development of

published after the Second

New Imperial History. A third

World War; for other countries

chapter analyses history

the focus will be more limited in

textbooks as cultural tools and

time. The research presented is

political means of transmitting

done by historians and history

historical knowledge and

educators, as well as by social

representations across

psychologists. In a concluding
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chapter, an overall overview is

quickly find what you are

presented, in which similarities

looking for. · Supports your

and differences throughout the

teaching with guidance on the

case studies are identified,

assessment requirements and

interpreted and reflected upon.

mark schemes. Please note this

The Children's Buyer's Guide

resource is non-refundable.

2007

Testing KS3 English Skills and

Common Entrance 13+ History

Practice Year 9 Ray Barker

for ISEB CE and KS3 Textbook

2003 This is a series of three

Answers Rosemary Rees

books directly focused on

2021-11-19 This resource

teaching the skills and providing

contains full answers to all

practice for the English end-of-

questions in Common Entrance

year tests throughout Key Stage

13+ History for ISEB CE and

3. Each book is divided into

KS3 (ISBN: 9781398317802). ·

units of three sections, allowing

Gathers all the questions from

for differentiation and

the History textbook together in

progression. It is a complete

one place for easy comparison

supplementary course building

between questions and

on Key Stage 2 models for

answers. · Mirrors the structure

raising standards. It adopts a

of the textbook so you can

keep-it-simple approach
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covering both skills and practice

commodity and pupils into

aiding both specialist and non-

‘consumers’. Yet not since 1992

specialists. Each textbook has

has there been a

an accompanying teacher

comprehensive overview of

resource to provide complete

research findings on teachers’

coverage.

working lives. This anthology

History Christopher Lane

plugs the gap by collecting

2010-10 This revision guide for

various scholarly contributions

Key Stage 3 history contains in-

and perspectives on teachers’

depth course coverage and

career trajectories and work

advice on how to get the best

lives. The material includes an

results in the national test. It

introduction to previous

has progress check questions

research within the field,

and exam practice questions.

presents a range of

Teachers' Career Trajectories

contemporary research and

and Work Lives Martin Bayer

offers suggestions as to what

2009-06-25 The working and

lies ahead. Among the

career lives of teachers have

contributors are leading

changed radically over the last

educational academics who

two decades. Reforms have

describe a variety of national

turned education into a

contexts, illustrating how
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problems and challenges

generation of teachers are

relating to the teaching

reaching retirement age,

profession manifest themselves

‘changing the guard’ with a crop

and are tackled in different

of new young recruits who are

countries. The anthology also

ever harder to attract. At a time

shows just how many aspects

when there is an increasing

of teachers’ career trajectories

focus on issues such as teacher

and work lives transcend

recruitment, retention and

national boundaries. Common

professional development, this

international themes include

anthology offers insight and

stronger ties between education

inspiration to teacher educators

and the economy, and a

and educational policy makers

growing importance placed on

as well as to current and

how students’ skills relate to the

prospective teachers. It also

perceived needs of the labour

aims at encouraging research

market. There is also a greater

into the field of teachers’

degree of political interference

working lives.

in curriculum goals and

A Practical Guide to Teaching

processes, and an expanding

History in the Secondary School

obsession with evaluation. In

Martin Hunt 2006-10-16 This

many countries, a whole

practical workbook contains all
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the advice, guidance and

integrated extension of the

resources new and student

popular textbook, Learning to

history teachers need to reflect

Teach History in the Secondary

on and develop their teaching

School which provides detailed

practice, helping them to plan

examples of theory in practice,

lessons across the subject in a

this book is packed with

variety of teaching situations.

examples of how to analyze

Helpful features include: case

practice to ensure maximized

studies examples of pupils’

learning in the classroom.

work examples of existing good

Learning to Teach History in the

practice a range of tried-and-

Secondary School Terry Haydn

tested teaching strategies

2012-11-12 In some hands,

photocopiable resources and

history can be an inspirational

training materials activities in

and rewarding subject, yet in

each chapter to help student

others it can seem dry and of

history teachers analyze their

little relevance. The aim of this

learning and performance web

textbook is to enable student

links for further reading on

teachers to learn to teach

evidence-based practice.

history in a way that pupils will

Designed to be used

find interesting, enjoyable and

independently or as an

purposeful. It incorporates a
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wide range of ideas about the

to put their learning into practice

teaching of history with practical

in the classroom. The book also

suggestions for classroom

provides reference and access

practice. This is the third edition

to a wide range of recent and

of a textbook that has

relevant research in the field of

established itself as the leading

history education, which will be

text for student teachers of

of use to student teachers

history. It has been thoroughly

pursuing courses that have a

updated, with a revised chapter

Masters Level component. In

on the use of ICT in history

all, it is an invaluable resource

teaching and major new

for student and beginning

sections in the areas of

history teachers.

inclusion, resources,

Curriculum Provision for the

assessment and professional

Gifted and Talented in the

development. It provides an

Secondary School Deborah Eyre

array of references and

2013-10-23 The authors of this

materials that give a sound

book offer practical help to

theoretical foundation for the

teachers in making day-to-day

teaching of history, including

provision for the able in their

weblinks to further resources. A

classroom. Designed mainly for

range of tasks enable students

secondary teachers, teacher
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educators and senior managers,

tackles the assumptions made

the book draws together a

by many recent social and

range of good practice in

educational policy initiatives

provision for the most able

suggesting that the best way to

across all national curriculum

improve educational prospects

subjects. The recommendations

of children in poverty is through

for classroom practice are

an increased emphasis upon a

underpinned by sound

culture of control, discipline,

theoretical perspectives and

regulation and accountability. In

provide a framework for

this book, Ceri Brown presents

teachers to evaluate and

these assumptions against a

develop their own provision for

review of the research literature

able pupils.

and an original ethnographic

Educational Binds of Poverty

longitudinal study into the lives

Ceri Brown 2014-12-17

of children in poverty, in order

Shortlisted for BBC Radio 4's

to highlight the gap between

Thinking Allowed's second

policy discourses and the lived

Ethnography Awards in

experiences of children

partnership with the British

themselves. Through the

Sociological Association!

theoretical concept of a set of

Educational Binds of Poverty

‘binds’ against educational
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success, the book explores four

what lessons may be learned in

key areas that children in

order to contribute towards a

poverty have to navigate if they

more appropriate policy agenda

are to be successful in school.

that attends to the multiple

These are: material deprivation

binds that children in poverty

the cultural contexts of school,

have to negotiate.

home and the community

Passing the Literacy Skills Test

friendship and social capital the

Jim Johnson 2018-01-15 This

effects of student mobility

popular and widely

through atypical school

recommended book outlines all

changes. In seeking to

of the requirements of the

characterise and explain what

Literacy Skills Test, explaining

life is like for young school

the essential subject knowledge

children, this book questions

candidates need to know. This

why policy makers have a

fifth edition also includes a full

radically different frame of

practice test, more practice

reference in purporting to

questions and more question

understand how their policies

and answer commentary.

will change the behaviour of

Modern History James Dixon

those living in poverty. This

2002 This is a learning/revision

leads onto a consideration of

guide intended to help history
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GCSE students to remember

13+ CE History specification,

key information. Each topic has

supporting your pupils as they

a double page spread with

develop a passion for History

diagrams. It also has GCSE-

and master key skills. · Teach

style questions for exam

the whole course with one

practice that have progress

book: Includes Medieval

indicators to show degree of

Realms (1066-1485), The

difficulty.

Making of the UK (1485-1750)

Common Entrance 13+ History

and Britain and Empire

for ISEB CE and KS3 Martin

(1750-1914) in one book -

Collier 2021-10-29 Exam board:

convenient and cost-effective

ISEB Level: 13+ CE and KS3

for teachers and pupils. ·

Subject: History First teaching:

Improve exam results: Updated

September 2021 First exams:

section on exam skills, helping

November 2022 Covering

pupils to hone exam technique

Medieval Realms, the Making of

and feel fully prepared for the

the UK and Britain and Empire,

exam. · Develop your pupils'

Rosemary Rees and Martin

analytical skills: Lots of

Collier use their extensive

opportunities for using and

Common Entrance experience

analysing sources - a key skill

to guide you through the ISEB

in the exam. · Covers all
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content tested at Common

KS3 Revision) Collins Collins

Entrance: Also suitable for a

KS3 2020-09-07 Level: KS3

coherent Key Stage 3 course.

Subject: History Practise all the

This textbook is accompanied

skills you need in KS3 History

by the full answers as a paid-for

(age 11-14) in this new

PDF download at

workbook which is fully up-to-

galorepark.co.uk (ISBN:

date and covers all the topics in

9781398317819).

the KS3 History curriculum.

Geography Adam Arnell 2007

New Statesman 2008

Revise KS3 Geography gives

English Kath Jordan 2002 This

complete study support

revision guide for Key Stage 3

throughout all three years of

English contains in-depth

Key Stage 3. This Study Guide

course coverage and advice on

matches the curriculum content

how to get the best results in

and provides in-depth course

the Year 9 National Test. It has

coverage plus invaluable advice

progress check questions and

on how to get the best results in

exam practice questions.

level assessments and tests.

Science Godfrey Robert

Spotlight Science 2003

McDuell 2002 This revision

KS3 History Workbook: Prepare

guide for Key Stage 3 science

for Secondary School (Collins

contains in-depth course
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coverage and advice on how to

teaching.

get the best results in the Year

Teaching History Ian Phillips

9 National Test. It has progress

2008-05-19 Reflective practice

check questions and exam

is at the heart of effective

practice questions.

teaching, and this book will help

Using ICT in History David

you develop into a reflective

Gardner 1998 Covering the

teacher of history. Everything

main areas of ICT that history

you need is here: guidance on

teachers encounter, from

developing your analysis and

Internet to DTP and creating

self-evaluation skills, the

and using spreadsheets, this

knowledge of what you are

book provides a matrix for

trying to achieve and why, and

teaching opportunities at Key

examples of how experienced

Stage 3 and 4 / GCSE. It

teachers deliver successful

combines practical evaluation,

lessons. The book shows you

advice and instruction, and

how to plan lessons, how to

includes a large selection of

make the best use of resources

activity worksheets and

and how to assess pupils'

exemplar sheets for specific

progress effectively. Each

applications that teachers can

chapter contains points for

adapt and use in their own

reflection, which encourage you
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to break off from your reading

with practical advice, and also

and think about the challenging

by helping you to think in depth

questions that you face as a

about the key issues. It

history teacher. The book

provides examples of the

comes with access to a

research evidence that is

companion website, where you

needed in academic work at

will find: - Videos of real

Masters level, essential for

lessons so you can see the

anyone undertaking an M-level

skills discussed in the text in

PGCE. Ian Phillips is course

action - Transcripts from

leader for PGCE History (and

teachers and students that you

Teaching and Learning Fellow)

can use as tools for reflection -

at Edge Hill University.

Links to a range of sites that

Mathematics Fiona C. Mapp

provide useful additional

2002 This revision guide for

support - Extra planning and

Key Stage 3 Mathematics

resource materials. If you are

contains in-depth course

training to teach history,

coverage and advice on how to

citizenship or social sciences

get the best results in the Year

this book will help you to

9 National Test. It has progress

improve your classroom

check questions and exam

performance by providing you

practice questions.
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The Times Index 2008 Indexes

Content has been thoroughly

the Times and its supplements.

researched and revised in this

Key Stage Three Mathematics

popular 2nd ediiton.

Richard Parsons 1998 KS3

Quasi-static Cyclic Tests on

Maths Study Guide (with online

Three Hybrid Fibre Concrete

edition) - Higher

Structural Walls Davide Buzzini

KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes:

2006

Industry, Reform & Empire

Teaching Food Technology in

Student Book (1750-1900)

Secondary School Marion

Aaron Wilkes 2009-04-01 This

Rutland 2014-04-08 First

gripping and intriguing Student

Published in 1997. Routledge is

Book combines an enquiry-led

an imprint of Taylor & Francis,

approach with factual narrative.

an informa company.

Written by experienced Head of

The Online Tutor’s Toolkit Molly

History, Aaron Wilkes in an

Bolding 2022-10-12 This book

approachable and

contains everything you need to

understandable style, including:

know to get started as an online

relevant and fascinating facts,

tutor. It covers the essentials of

interesting and motivating

tutoring, choosing your tech and

activities, and specific sections

software, managing homework,

to extend or reinforce learning.

and getting set up alongside
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detailed guidance focusing on

choosing a subject, assessing a

each level of tuition. With

student, and planning their first

techniques developed through

lessons. There is also

research and first-hand

information on how to support

experience, the author explains

students writing personal

exactly how to turn existing

statements and applying to

subject knowledge into effective

university, as well as teaching

tutoring for students of all ages

English as a Second Language.

in a variety of subjects. Divided

Alongside tailored, up-to-date

into two parts, the first answers

information on available

the logistical questions facing

software, hardware, exam

every new tutor such as: what

specifications, and the online

equipment do I need? Where

tutoring marketplace, the book

can I apply? How much should I

contains a 10-week timetable of

charge? The second half

adaptable lesson plans so new

focuses on how to tutor different

tutors can get started

age groups effectively and

immediately. Finally, there are

subject-specific areas including

two additional downloadable

English, Maths, and Science, as

chapters which expand on less

well as the author’s tried-and-

common subjects and another

tested ‘5 step’ process for

which includes a digital
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download of every resource

their positions have not been

from the book. With suggestions

explored so far. Schools have

for resources, homework, and

found replacing head teachers

timings to support you at every

increasingly difficult and the

stage, this is an essential read

inevitable leadership crisis has

for anyone wanting to succeed

been well documented by both

as an online tutor.

scholars and the media. The

Forum for Promoting 3-19

leadership crisis has been most

Comprehensive Education 1991

noticeable within the Catholic

The Two Directions Formulating

Primary School sector, where

a Crisis in Primary Catholic

statistics have consistently

School Leadership Rachel Gould

shown an issue with recruiting

2018-07-27 Since the year

people to headship positions.

2000, there has been a

This book considers the

statistically high proportion of

reasons for the crisis and looks

head teachers leaving the

at potential solutions. It

profession. While there have

identifies what the leadership

been studies conducted to

crisis encompasses from the

predict when this exodus would

negativity of the education

conclude, the actual reasons for

system (including headship

why senior people are leaving

accountability, the work-life
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balance, and salary), whilst also

Professor Peter Earley, Institute

offsetting this with possible

of Education This accessible

supporting solutions, such as

and jargon-free book addresses

the value of acting headship,

key everyday topics faced by

succession planning and talent

practising leaders. Providing

spotting from the beginning of a

hands-on examples and advice,

teacher’s career.

the book shows you how to

The School Leader's Toolkit

handle difficult decisions,

Mary Dawe 2012-11-13 'This is

resolve conflict, and prepare for

a practical, down-to-earth toolkit

Ofsted. Each chapter, written by

for a wide range of leadership

a specialist in the area,

areas, and the authors helpfully

contains: - bulleted chapter

include practical examples and

objectives - vignettes, thinking

reflective exercises. Any new

points, student quotes - case

leader will appreciate this book'

studies, figures and tables -

-Gillian Gee, GL Education 'This

ideas for best practice - further

engaging and very practical

book and web reading This

book shows how leadership and

guide caters for leaders at any

management should "work" to

level, especially those

help meet the challenge of

undertaking further professional

raising pupil achievement' -

development and practice-
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based assessment. It will also

recently Mary Dawe was Head

be valuable to entry-level

of Leadership Development at

Master's students, and anyone

The London Centre for

on NPQH, Leadership

Leadership in Learning at The

Pathways and national

Institute of Education, University

programmes for headteachers

of London. She is now an

and academy principals. Until

independent consultant.
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